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Running late for work one morning in September 1994, Tom Hargrove, communications director
for an international agricultural aid organization in Cali, Colombia, was mildly annoyed when he
spotted a roadblock, or retén, manned by soldiers in fatigues. He chafed at the delay, but told
himself that guerrillas and kidnappers didn’t operate on a main highway in broad daylight.But
Hargrove had been dreadfully mistaken. Despite his assertions that he worked for a non-profit
agricultural agency, he was forced at gunpoint into a vehicle and driven into the mountains by
communist narco-terrorists who believed he was a valuable hostage.For almost a year, Hargrove
was held by the guerillas and moved from one remote location to another. To maintain his grip on
sanity, he recorded his daily experiences in makeshift journals: in a checkbook; on children’s
notebooks; and on scraps of paper scrounged during his ordeal.Hargrove’s story, originally
published in 1995, was the basis for the major motion picture Proof of Life, starring Russell
Crowe and Meg Ryan. Now available again in paperback, Long March to Freedom chronicles
one man’s spirited determination to hang onto life and faith amid nearly impossible
circumstances.
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Jimmy Lee B., “Not for the Empathetic.. This book is enough to make you fear traveling
anywhere south of Texas. The 2000 movie "Proof of Life" (starring Meg Ryan and Russell Crowe)
was based on this effort, which is comprised of the secret diaries Tom Hargrove kept while being
held captive in Columbia.He was taken during a traffic stop - by mistake, since the agency he
worked for, ironically to help the local population, had the initials "CIA" in its acronym (CIAT, but
apparently that "T" didn't resonate). After searching for reasons to hold him, the guerrillas
discovered, like so many others his age, he had served in Vietnam, and that plus the "CIA" was
apparently enough.He was held by undisciplined teenagers with automatic rifles, nearly starved
to death, given no exercise, without physical warmth, at times chained to his bed - imprisoned
with no political beliefs to keep him going. A miracle he survived at all.I've read many stories of
those imprisoned, but this one was just wrenching.Being at the mercy of teenagers with no idea
of the importance of keeping you fed - and knowing that the faceless company you work for has
a "policy of not negotiating with terrorists" (a great sound bite, but you're starving to death, and
one of the coke-filled teenagers is target practicing near you) - absolutely harrowing. And paying
ransoms is illegal in Columbia. And the people's army is sure you're CIA.The author was held
with no information about his status other than that he was alive for the moment and might be
moved, or traded, to somewhere worse tomorrow.Tom Hargrave became a terrorism and
kidnapping consultant in Texas after his experience until his death from heart failure in 2011.
This excruciating read is an amazing legacy of his experience.”

redleaf, “Haunting reality of K&R. Eye-opening account of nearly year-long captivity and the
ensuing emotions...the initial fear and anger at being taken, frustration at the captors' ignorance
and stupidity, concern for loved ones back home, acceptance of the situation and figuring out
how to stay alive for an indeterminate amount of time in the face of starvation and solitude,
sudden realization that death may be imminent, desperation, depression, hopelessness, and
finally, the release...unceremoniously dumped on a road with instructions to follow the road and
keep going.A first-hand account written from daily notes recorded as it happened. Fact. Not
fiction. The author has spent his life helping people in developing countries to permanently
increase their food production.  Who could imagine this would be the thanks he received?”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very interesting read.. Interesting read”

QUIZ KID, “Read it and check out the movie. I thought this was a good read. Other reviews have
said it is boring with the diary type format. I found it very interesting as he details his day to day
life in captivity. Seeing the movie really rounds out the story so check out both. As they say in
the Navy "don't get off the boat" this book makes me just want to stay within the borders of the
USA.”



K. Thompson, “review of " Long March to Freedom". I first saw a program with Tom Hargrove
talking about this kidnapping he endured and wanted to know more , so looked on Amazon,
found the book, got it and read it. I feel like it filled in some of the blanks that the 1 hour program
left out.”

delins7916, “Long March To Freedom. The late author is a relative so my opinion is biased. The
paperback edition was purchased for a neighbor who thought it was well-written and kept his
attention.”

J. E. Nelson, “Extraordinary book on a tough ordeal. This book is the diary kept by Thomas
Hargrove during his 300+ days in captivity after being kidnapped by Guerrillas in
Columbia.While I believe that the book contains exactly what was in Dr. Hargrove's diaries, the
way it comes together in the book is ingenious. The way the book came together, you can feel
emotionally everything Dr. Hargrove goes through. In the beginning, the diary entries seem
slightly upbeat as it seems the ordeal will not last long. As you read on, boredom and sickness
set in. As the days drag by, there are many highs and moments of hope as well as many lows
and letdowns that could crush a person's will to live. This book has it all!This book gives the
reader a sense of what it is like to be kidnapped and held against your will. As you read, when
Dr. Hargrove is happy, the reader is happy. When Dr. Hargrove is bored, the diary entries are
boring and the reader gets kind of bored. When crushing blows are dealt to Dr. Hargrove, it
makes you feel sick inside.The only thing I would have liked to see in the book is a little more
detail on the ransom negotiations. It would have been great to read from the point of his wife
and children, what happened during negotiations, how it happened, and what they were
feeling.If you want to read about the story of a captive who was held for 300+ days, this is a
tremendous book. However, just as I said before, when days get long in captivity, the diary
entries are not that interesting.  Even so, it was well worth reading the book from cover to cover.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 32 people have provided feedback.
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